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(2) Sliding Accesory Drawers 

AURA.520S electric lifting columns provide users a stable work surface at any desired height with the push of a button.  Go 
from sitting to standing or anywhere in between quietly in just a matter of seconds.  Engineered for anthropometric and 
ergonomic comfort with the highest degree of stability, AURA.520S ships disassembled and is available in four different con-
figurations.  520S-N features a spacious desk surface  with under-mount shelving racks on the left and right.  The 520S-LR 
has under-mount racks plus upper racks for integrating electronics on both sides.  520S-L (not shown) has one upper rack on 
the LEFT and flat desk surface on the right.  520S-R (not shown) is just the opposite configuration.  All configurations provide 
internal cabling accomodations and pass-thrus for computers and multi-screen monitoring.  
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Aura.520-S Workstation Features and Technical Specifications

Aura.520S-N

Laminated desk insert.

Aura.520S-LR


